a

able

a

able (adjective) clever, intelligent,
smart
We need able workers.

afraid

a

My Words

about (adverb) around, close by, near,
nearby
The dog walked about.
above (preposition) beyond, higher
than, over
The sky is above the trees.
accept (verb) get, receive, take,
welcome
Do you accept my gift?
account (noun) article, report, story,
tale
I wrote a short account.
ache (noun) hurt, pain, throb, sting
I can still feel the ache.
act (verb) behave, operate, perform
Why do you act the way you do?
add (verb) attach, bring in, combine,
connect, join
Please add more words to the story.
adventure (noun) exploration, journey,
tour, trip
We started a new adventure.
afraid (adjective) alarmed, fearful,
frightened, scared
Why are you so afraid?
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1

a

after

a

after (adverb) behind, later, next
What comes after?

announce

a

My Words

aid (verb) back, help, support
We must aid the workers.
aim (noun) goal, intent, plan, point
My aim is to be a good person.
alarm (verb) frighten, scare, startle,
surprise
Their actions alarm us.
alike (adjective) close, matching,
similar
The stories are alike.
alley (noun) avenue, lane, path, road,
street
The driver turned into the alley.
always (adverb) eternally, ever, forever,
regularly
I will always be your friend.
ancient (adjective) antique, elderly,
old, aged
That painting is an ancient work of
art.
angry (adjective) furious, mad, upset
Why was he so angry?
announce (verb) declare, express, say,
speak, state, tell
When did you announce your plan?
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a

anxious

a

anxious (adjective) afraid, fearful,
nervous, restless, uneasy
How anxious we were!

awful

a

My Words

appear (verb) arrive, come, show
When did the storm first appear?
area (noun) neighbourhood, region,
section, space, territory
Many people live in the area.
around (adverb) about, beside, close
by, near, nearby
The children stood around.
arrive (verb) appear, come, show
My friends will arrive soon.
attack (verb) charge, storm, strike
Did they attack the fort?
awful (adjective) bad, dreadful,
horrible, terrible
Rainy days can be awful.
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p

perform

p

perform (verb) complete, do, finish
Did you perform the work?

plan

p

My Words

pick (verb) choose, elect, select
Let’s pick a game to play.
picture (noun) drawing, painting,
portrait, print, sketch
The picture is clear.
piece (noun) bit, part, portion, scrap,
section
I cut a piece of the cloth.
pierce (verb) cut, slit, slice, wound
Did the nail pierce your skin?
pile (noun) heap, hill, mound, stack
The logs are in a pile.
pitch (verb) cast, hurl, throw, toss
I’ll pitch the ball.
place (noun) area, region, spot
We found the best place to work.
plain (adjective) common, ordinary,
regular, simple
He built the plain white fence.
plan (verb) arrange, design, work on
Who will plan the party?
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r

recognise

r

recognise (verb) identify, know, recall,
remember
We will recognise her.

roar

r

My Words

regular (adjective) common, ordinary,
simple, usual
We eat regular foods.
relief (noun) aid, comfort, help, support
Our friends give us relief.
remain (verb) continue, stay, wait
Who will remain here?
repair (verb) correct, cure, fix, mend
How did you repair the dent?
report (noun) account, article, essay,
story
I gave my report to the teacher.
right (noun) accurate, correct, exact,
proper, true
What is the right number?
rise (verb) appear, climb, come up, lift,
soar
The sun will rise in the sky.
road (noun) avenue, lane, path, street,
way
The road is closed.
roar (verb) cry, growl, howl, scream,
yell
I hear the roar of the crowd.
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